W
arren Barkley seems like your typical CTO: 35-plus patents, a long resume of developing and shipping software and hardware products, and influential roles on industry boards. What is different about Barkley isn't his path to the C-suite; it's his path into any kind of tech career at all. Now the CTO at SMART Technologies, a Canadian company that's a leading provider of collaboration technologies for schools and workplaces, Barkley actually started his career as a school teacher. Studying at two different universities in British Columbia, his background is in music and history. His early university days had little to do with technology, and it probably seemed like he was destined for a classroom role before eventually becoming a school principal.
During his time in the classroom, Barkley taught music and a variety of other subjects. He also started playing with Macs, built networks, and spent hours trying to figure out how IPX worked. Technology went from a hobby to a passion. This led him to leave the classroom, move to Seattle, and start working in a tech startup.
Barkley is definitely a "gadget guy," and before long, the siren's song of technology drew him to Microsoft. Once there, he started down what most would recognize as the traditional CTO path: designing products, shipping products, managing products, and building a partner ecosystem for products. As he rose through the ranks at Microsoft, Barkley developed and then honed his technology skills to the point where he became a subject matter expert on Wi-Fi and numerous other communication technologies. Legend has it that Bill Gates even called on Barkley once to provide Wi-Fi support at the Microsoft CEO's home.
Barkley was at the top of his game at Microsoft when he was part of the engineering leadership team behind the release of Lync 2010, a category-making product that helped define the potential for enterprise unified communications. One of his roles on the Lync team was managing most of the engineering relationships with partners, competitors, and standards bodies. This gave him a tremendous amount of industry exposure and a lot of calls from executive recruiters. Given his background in education and his roots, it isn't surprising that he jumped to SMART Technologies in 2012 as its CTO, and moved back to Canada.
What was it like for you personally when you were first made CTO?
Exciting and frightening all at the same time. I had lots of ideas of what the company could be and do, but before that happened we needed to get the company on a stable foundation.
What is the biggest personal challenge of your job as CTO?
Hiring. You are only as good as your best team members.
What is it like being the CTO for a company that is headquartered in Canada-any differences from the US? I grew up here, so I understood the culture, but I was still surprised by a few things. Certainly Joseph Williams, Seattle Pacific University the talent market, particularly in high tech, is smaller, and the appetite for risk is less.
Where does "innovation" play in your role? Are you a catalyst? Innovation is at the heart of what I do, so I certainly hope I am. In addition to drawing on the insights of our organization, we have implemented companywide what the Harvard Business Review calls an "innovation mall." It is a soapbox-like app that allows every employee to suggest new ideas and support the ideas of others, and we throw product questions and ideas up there to gather employee opinions.
Jerry Seinfeld had Newman. Sherlock Holmes had Professor Moriarity. Who is your nemesis?
Father Time. There is never enough time to get everything done.
Apart from addressing the top and bottom lines, what are the major job challenges you face as CTO?
Focus. Making sure everyone is focusing on the right parts of the product or business to drive everything forward. Making the right bets; you can never be sure of the future, but the decision to invest in one thing over another is often unchangeable once madeso you better make the right call.
What is the one thing you need to delegate that you haven't yet?
Likely the running of the rhythm of the business. What are the most valuable lessons you've learned in your career? Try to listen more than talk. As you are more senior, people want to hear from you. That needs to be checked as much as possible because your people often have better answers. Second, you never regret firing someone too early. I know it's harsh. If they aren't a fit, there is a better place for them, and sometimes they will thank you for it.
What is your advice to aspiring IT professionals who wish to move up the ladder to the C-suite? Get creative. Despite urban myth, this can be learned. Your job is about creating value and solving problems. To do that in new and novel ways, you need to be able to think and act creatively.
Second, be the customer. Pay very close attention to what their experiences are going to be. Are you living those experiences yourself and understanding them? People often say they are, but when was the last time you personally experienced the rack, stack, and operation of your product? For me, it was last Friday.
Is there a lot of structure to your day? There is a lot of travel, so there is not much rhythm. Normally every day starts and ends with email. What is your college education? A music degree, an education degree, some post-graduate in psychology. I started computer science but did not finish.
